
Ksix Ultra Slim 10.000 mAh powerbank, 
Lithium Polymer, 22,5 W, Power Delivery, 

USB-C to USB-C cable included, Black

DESCRIPTION

A portable battery that will take the charging experience to the next level for all 

your devices wherever you go. Discover a simultaneous charging at maximum 

power that will allow you to fully charge a smartphone, tablet or laptop in the 

blink of an eye thanks to the 22,5 W of power and Power Delivery technology 

incorporated. Its 10.000 mAh capacity allows you to fully charge a smartphone 

more than 3 times and it also features 2 output ports and LED battery indicator. 

Are you ready to rediscover portable charging?

Charge your smartphone 3 times

Thanks to its large 10.000 mAh capacity, the Ksix external battery will provide 

endless charges for all your devices. Charge a smartphone up to 3,1 times, a tablet 

up to 1,3 times or wireless headphones up to 20,3 times* and forget about leaving 

your devices out of battery when you're away from home. A one-of-a-kind travel 

companion!

*Tests conducted with an iPhone 12 mini, an iPad mini 2021 and AirPods 3. 

Values may vary depending on handset and battery capacity.

Ultra fast charging that keeps up with you

The 22,5 W of power in the Ksix Ultra Slim powerbank will fully charge the 

battery of all your devices within no time. You only need 35 minutes to charge 

60% of a smartphone battery!* Plus, thanks to the optimized Power Delivery 

charging technology, you'll charge your phone at the fastest speed while taking 

care of the battery's health.

*Test conducted with an iPhone 13. Figures may vary depending on the device 

and battery capacity.

Simultaneous charging to take with you everywhere you go

So that charging your devices at once never becomes a problem. Thanks to its 2 

outputs, 1 USB-A and 1 USB-C, you can connect a charging cable compatible with 

your device in the corresponding port and charge 2 devices simultaneously. A 

powerbank that charges up in just 3 hours to save you time and gain commodity.

One powerbank to charge them all

The Ksix Ultra Slim Powerbank offers compatible universality: whether you are 

Apple or Android, whether you want to charge your smartphone, your tablet or 

even your smartwatch or wireless headphones, this powerbank is for you. The 

delivered power will adapt to the parameters required by the device, allowing you 

to charge lower voltage devices without damaging their battery. The powerbank 

includes a USB-A to USB-C cable.

Lithium polymer battery

The Ultra Slim Powerbank's battery is made up of lithium polymer, which makes it 

more durable and safer. In addition, this material allows the battery to have an 

ultra-light weight and small size without sacrificing its high power capacity.

Ultra slim and 100% minimalistic

We don't leave anything out: the great power and capacity of this powerbank are 

complemented by an incredibly thin and sophisticated design to suit any situation. 
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All in a mini shape of 10,6 x 6,7 x 1,7 cm and a weight of 166 g. Its design and 

capacity will turn it into your best ally, and into that of all your devices.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Weight 166 g

Dimensions 10 x 6.7 x 1.7 cm

Color Black

Use Portable

Type of charge Fast charge

Type of charge Simultaneous (wall + external devices)

Max. Output (W) 22.5W

Technology Power Delivery

Cable length 22 cm

Charging time 3 hours

Capacity (mAh) 10,000

Shape Ultra-slim

Connector type USB-A to USB-C Cable included

Input connectors 1 x Lightning + 1 x USB-C + 1 x Micro-
USB

Output connectors 1 x USB-C + 1 x USB-A
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REF. BXBA10000PU EAN: 8427542127781 Recommended retail price: €32.99
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